introduction
Waking up, refreshed after a good night’s sleep, I
marveled at the colours of the sky as the sun rose on a
crisp and clear morning. The sea was calm, displaying
a beautiful blue hue, and the sunlight sparkled on
its surface.
Wrapped up in suitably warm clothes, with the
temperature just below freezing, I went on to my
terrace and inhaled the invigorating salty, fresh air.
The scent of the sea, and the calls of squawking
seagulls were familiar, but never taken for granted. The
setting was simply stunning.
I lit the fire and a candle and sat down with a hot drink
and a good book. The crackling sound of the burning
wood and the soothing flicker of the flames made me
feel warm, calm and content.
What an extraordinary way to start the day. I had
designed and detailed my apartment by the sea,
inspired by the views and beauty of nature. It is truly
my safe haven, a sanctuary and personal expression of
a Nordic Luxe interior.
Within this beautiful setting, rooted in principles of
comfort, minimalism and functionalism, it was possible
to truly appreciate the small pleasures in life and enjoy
a daily dose of luxe living.
I hope you enjoy perusing my Nordic Luxe style
interiors and that maybe you will feel encouraged, and
inspired, to live well every day in your home.
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ORDER
People living in Nordic countries are much admired these days. They are happy, fit, healthy and spend
a lot of time outdoors surrounded by nature. Our minimalist lifestyle is possible because we keep things
simple. We buy less and therefore can afford to buy fewer, but better quality pieces of furniture and
clothing. These items tend to last longer and give us more joy. ‘Less is more’ is a deliberate lifestyle
choice.
Our homes are less cluttered because we have less, which makes life easier. There is less to store, less
to look after, less to clean and therefore less effort is required to keep your home tidy and organised. A
home where everything has a place, and you can easily find what you are looking for, frees up time and
headspace.
Order is created simply by grouping items, categorising and organising your storage space. Shelving,
concealed and open storage are options to be considered. I tend to prefer mostly concealed storage
with a few items on display grouped together in a novel way.
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As a child I remember that everyone had summer and winter curtains for their kitchens. Their fabric
weight, texture, pattern and colour varied according to the season we were experiencing. It’s actually
very logical. We change over our clothes and thus change the textures of what we wear, from summer to
winter, without giving it a second thought.
The festive season is a good example of a change of textures in our homes. There is an ‘invasion’ of
different textures - holly, ivy, decorations and baubles made of glass, metal, wood or ceramics, in all
colours, shapes and sizes. We transform our homes by introducing an abundance of texture and by the
time the festive season is over, many of us welcome packing away these treasures and getting back to a
calmer atmosphere in our living space.

Over time, we have all held on to items that have a sentimental value. They may be unique and perhaps
found in an antique shop, at a fair or maybe they are a reminder of people or places we have travelled
to. A coveted possession given to you by a family member or friend, may have become a reminder of a
bygone era. Some objects I cherish greatly are a cocktail shaker that was gifted to my parents on their
wedding day, a white bone china tea set from a favourite aunt and some unique ‘gold’ glasses that I
found in an antique shop.
I am a great collector of objects made of glass with their smooth, clean lines that add a luxe feel to a
room. I love setting a table in anticipation of a social gathering and decorate my home for different
occasions or seasons. I collect drinking glasses, caraffes, bowls, dishes and vases in different shapes,
sizes and colours. These objects are both decorative and useful, which adds to their appeal.
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CALM LIVING
When designing my apartment I wanted to create calm spaces dedicated to improving my sense of
well-being. I find an all-white room, with textural interest, particularly peaceful and soothing for the more
private spaces. I truly believe it is essential that bedrooms and bathrooms, should be tranquil places,
dedicated to sleep and relaxation.
Make the time to enjoy ‘slow living’ in the privacy of your own home. A blissful night’s sleep is a luxury
for many. Our minds are often racing at the end of the day when it can be difficult to unwind and settle.
There is, quite deliberately, no television nor desk in my bedroom as this space is dedicated to rest,
relaxation, sleep and dreams.
Other little tips that I find create a tranquil setting are dimmed lighting which changes the mood and a
small notepad and pencil on your bedside table to jot down anything important so your mind can relax.
Ending the day by sliding into a bed with freshly laundered sheets adds a luxe feel in a private space.
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The Oslofjord adds another dimension to my life.
I can swim, paddle-board and kayak virtually right
outside my front door. When I want to relax, I never
tire of watching life on the fjord from the comfort of my
terrace. Sailing regattas, fishing boats and recreational
boats of all shapes and sizes are present from early
morning until late at night.
‘Færderseilasen’, is one of the world’s biggest overnight
regattas. It is an amazing spectacle to see 1000 boats
set sail from downtown Oslo. When they reach the
lighthouse ‘Færderen’ , they have sailed the length
of the Oslofjord, 120 kilometres. From my apartment,
I am lucky enough to catch a glimpse of this as they
sail past.

